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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we are concerned with the location of spikes and profile
of a family of solutions with two layers for the following nonlinear elliptic
equation
=2 2u+(u&a)(u&b)(c&u)=0 in 0
{u>0 in 0 (1.1)u=0 on 0,
where 0<a<b<c and =>0 is a small constant. (a, b, c) is chosen so that
f (u) :=(u&a)(u&b)(c&u) has the property that ca f (s) ds>0.
It is known that (1.1) has two ordered boundary layer solutions u
 =
and
u = such that u =
 a, u =  c on every compact set K/0. In [4], we proved
the existence of a third solution u= by using the mountain pass lemma.
More precisely, let
1 :=[. | .: [0, 1]  H 10(0), .(0)=u =
, .(1)=u = , u =
.(t)u =
for 0t1]
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and
c= := inf
. # 1
max
0t1
J=(.)(t),
where J=(u) :=(=22) 0 |{u|2&0 F(u) dx and F(u) :=u0 f (s) ds.
We then proved that
Theorem A. Assume that 0 is convex. For = sufficiently small, c= is
obtained by a function u= and u= is a solution of (1.1). Moreover, we have
(1) 0u
 =
u=u =
(2) v= :=u=&u =
has only one local maximum at P= and P= is bounded
away from 0. Furthermore v~ =( y) :=v=(=y+P=)  V uniformly in 0 as
=  0, where V is the unique solution of
2v+f (v+a)=0
{v>0, v(0)=maxz # Rn v(z) (1.2)v(z)  0 as |z|  .
In [4], we asked the following question: Where is P=? The purpose of
this paper is to answer that question. More precisely, we shall prove the
following
Theorem 1.1. Assume that 0 is convex. Let P= be defined in Theorem A.
Then P= must be located near the most centered part of the domain. That is,
d(P= , 0)  maxx # 0 d(x, 0).
Remark. We remark that when a=0, Jang in [5] studied the existence
of spike layer solutions while Ni et al. in [8] studied the location of spikes
as well as profile of solutions. When a{0, Korman et al. [6] studied the
exact multiplicity of solutions for n=1 and all = while Dancer in [2, 3]
proved the existence and uniqueness results for the higher dimensional case
when = is small and 0 is rather symmetric.
Our main idea in proving Theorem 1.1 is by the so-called ‘‘energy
method’’ which has been used in [7] for the Neumann problem and [9]
for the Dirichlet problem. Since the solution u= has two layers (an interior
spike layer near its local maximum point and a boundary layer near the
boundary) and the two layers have different scales (the interior spike layer
is exponentially small outside P= while the boundary layer is of algebraic
order near the boundary), it is more difficult to locate its local maximum
point. In fact the asymptotics of the energy of u= is quite different from
[8, 9] so the problem is distinctly nontrivial. It turns out the key term in
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determining the asymptotics (therefore determining the location of P=) is
the exponential decay of a&u
 =
in the interior and is not either the bound-
ary layer terms or the behavior of the peak. In fact the key term is of order
e&m maxP # 0 d(P, 0)= where m=- & f $(a). This is somewhat surprising.
Therefore one cannot just substract u= by u =
and then apply the results
of [8, 9]. (There the key term comes from the peak and is of order
e&2m maxP # 0 d(P, 0)=.) One of the main technical difficulties in this paper is
to obtain improved estimates of the term a&u
 =
(see Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3).
In fact we have the following result on the asymptotic behaviour of a&u
 =
.
Theorem 1.2. Let h=(x) :=(1a)[(a&u =
)], g=(x) :=&= log h=(x), and
U=( y) :=e;g= (P= ) h=(=y+P=). Then we have
(1) g=(x)  g0(x) :=md(x, 0) uniformly on 0 . In particular, g=(P=)
 md(P0 , 0).
(2) For any _2>0, we have U=( y)Ce (m+_2 ) | y|.
(3) For every sequence =k  0, there is a subsequence =kl  0 such that
U=kl  U0 uniformly on every compact set of R
n, where U0 is a positive
solution of
{2u&m
2u=0
u>0
in Rn,
in Rn and u(0)=1.
(1.3)
Moreover, for any _2>0, supy # 0~ =kl , P=kl
e&(m+_2 ) | y| ) |U=kl ( y)&U0( y)|  0
as =kl  0.
Remark. Theorem 1.2 looks similar to Lemmas 4.4 of [9]. However, we
use a different idea which could be used to simplify the proofs of Lemma
4.4 of [9].
We note that the argument in this paper works for rather more general
nonlinearities. We need that f is C2+_, f>0 on (0, a), f<0 on (a, b), f>0
on (b, c), f $(a)<0, c0 f (s) ds>0, and the only solutions of (1.2) with
v(0)<c&a are nondegenerate in the space of radial functions. (Note
that as in [2], many of the results proving uniqueness of (1.2) also prove
nondegeneracy.) Note that, unlike [3], our argument does use the non-
degeneracy and we stress that it would suffice to assume that solutions of
(1.2) are nondegenerate (but not necessarily unique.) We conjecture that
the convexity of 0 is unnecessary. It is only used at one point in the proof
of Theorem A.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we obtain
an upper bound for J=(u=)&J=(u =
). We then expand v~ = in Section 3 and
therefore obtain an exact expansion of J=(u=)&J=(u =
). By comparing the
upper bound and lower bound for J=(u=)&J=(u =
), we prove Theorem 1.1.
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Throughout this paper, unless otherwise stated, the letter C will always
denote various generic constants which are independent of =, for = suf-
ficiently small. The notations O(A), o(a) always mean that |O(A)|C |A|,
o(a)a  0 as =  0, respectively
2. AN UPPER BOUND
In this section, we shall obtain an upper bound for J=(u=)&J=(u =
).
Let P be a point where d(P, 0)=maxx # 0 d(x, 0) holds. Let $>0 be
any small number. Let /(x) be a smooth function in 0 such that 0/1
and
/(x)={1,0,
x # B(12) d(P, 0)(P)
x # 0"B(12) d(P, 0)+$(P).
Set
m=- & f $(a), I(V ) := 12 |
R n
|{V |2&|
R n \|
V
0
f (a+s) ds+ .
where V is defined in Section 1.Then by [4] we have that
|{u
 =
|, |u
 =
&a|Ce&(12) m;d(x, 0)+m;$ (2.1)
for x # B(12) d(P, 0)+$(P)"B(12) d(P, 0)(P) and ;=1=.
Let r= 12d(P, 0).
Set
w(t) :={t(a&u =) /(x)+u = ,(a&u
 =
) /(x)+u
 =
+.(t&1),
0t1
1t2,
where
.(s) # 11
:=[.: [0, 1]  H 10(Br(P)), .(0)=0, 0.(t)c&a, .(1)=w=, Br(P)]
and w=, Br(P) is the unique maximal solution (global minimizer) of
=2 2v+ f (a+v)=0 in Br(P)
{v>0 in Br(P)v=0 on Br(P).
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Then it is known (see [8]) that
inf
. # 11
max
0t1
J =(.(t))=n[I(V )+Ce&2r=)],
where J =(v)=(=22) Br (P) |{v|
2&Br (P) 
v
0 f (a+.) ds.
Taking a path .0 # 1 such that
max
0t1
J =(.0(t))=n[I(V)+Ce&2r=]
and setting ht=t(a&u =
) /(x), we then have |ht |, |{ht |Ce&;r+;$ for
0t1 and
J=(w(t))&J=(u =
)=J=(u =
+ht)&J=(u =
)
=
=2
2 |0 |{ht |
2+=2 |
0
{u
 =
{ht&|
0
|
u
 =
+ht
u
 =
f (s) ds
=
=2
2 |0 |{ht |
2+|
0 _ f (u =) ht&|
u
 =
+ht
u
 =
f (s) ds&
=J1+J2 ,
where J1 , J2 are the two terms in the last equality.
Note that
|J1 |ce&;2r+;2$
J2=|
0 _ f (u =) ht&|
u
 =
+ht
u
 =
f (s) ds&
=|
0 _|
u
 =
+ht
u
 =
[ f (u
 =
)& f (s)] ds]
=O(h2t )=O(e
&;2r+;2$).
Hence max0t1(J=(w(t))&J=(u =
))=O(e&;2r+;2$).
Set
u~ = (a&u =
) /(x)+u
 =
.
For 1t2, we have w(t)=u~ =(x)+.(t&1) and
J=(w(t))&J=(u~ =)&J =(.(t&1))
=|
0
=2 {u~ = {.(t&1)&|
0 \|
u~ =+.(t&1)
u~ =
f (s) ds&|
a+.(t&1)
a
f (s) ds+
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=|
Br (P)
=2 {u~ = {.(t&1)
+|
0 \|
a+.(t&1)
a
f (s) ds&|
u~ =+.(t&1)
u~ =
f (s) ds+ .
Note that Br(P) =
2 {u~ = {.(t&1)=0 since u~ = a on Br(P). Moreover
|
u~ =+.(t&1)
u~ =
f (s) ds={
0,
|
a+.(t&1)
a
f (s) ds,
x # Bcr(P)
x # Br(P).
Hence a+.(t&1)a f (s) ds=
u~ =+.(t&1)
u~ =
f (s) ds.
So
J=(w(t))=J=(u~ =)+J =(.(t&1))
for 1t2.
But by (2.1),
J=(u~ =)&J=(u =
)=O(e&;2r+;$).
Hence
max
0t2
(J=(w(t))&J=(u =
))O(e&;2r+;2$)+J=(u~ =)
+ max
1t2
J =(.(t&1))&J=(u =
)
=n[I(V )+O(e&;2r+;2$)].
By [8], there exists a continuous family of domains 0t such that 00=
Br(P)/0t/01=0 and w =, 0t
is continuous in t for 0t1, where w
 =, 0tis the global minimizer of the equation
=2 2u+ f (u+a)=0 in 0t
u=0 on 0t .
(See [5, 8].)
We now define
w(8t) for 0t 14
w~ (t) :={u~ =+w=, 04(t&(14)) for 14t 122(1&t)(u~ =+w=, 0)+2(t& 12) u = for 12t1.
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Note that for 14t
1
2 , w~ (t)  c in 04(t&14) and w~ (t)  a in 0"04(t&14) .
Hence J=(w~ (t))  &F(a)( |0|"|04(t&14) | )&F(c) |04(t&14) |. Similarly for
1
2t1, J=(w~ (t))  &F(c) |0|.
Hence, since 0<F(a)<F(c),
max
0t1
J=(w~ (t))= max
0t14
J=(w~ (t)).
Thus we have proved the following
Proposition 2.1. For = sufficiently small, we have
J=(u=)&J=(u =
)=n[I(V )+O(e&;d(P, 0)+;2$)]
for any small $>0.
3. A LOWER BOUND
In this section we obtain a lower bound for c= . To this end, we first
expand v= :=u=&u =
. Let x==y+P= and v~ =( y)=v=(x). By Theorem A,
v~ =  V uniformly in 0=, P= :=[ y: =y+P= # 0]. Let U be any bounded open
set and we define PUV to be the unique solution of
{qv+ f $(a) v+ f (a+V)& f $(a) V=0v=0
in U
on U.
Set
.=(x) :=V \x&P== +&P0=, P= V \
x&P=
= + , =(x) :=&= log .=(x)
V=, P=( y) :=e
;= (P= ).=(=y+P=).
Then we have the following (supposing that P=  P0). (Note that, by
Theorem A, P0 # 0.)
Lemma 3.1. (1) =(x)  0(x) :=infz # 0 [ |z&x | +L(z, P0)] where
L(z, P0) is the least distance in 0 between z and P0 (if 0 is convex, then
L(z, P0)=|z&P0 | ). In particular, 0(P0)=2md(P0 , 0).
(2) For any _1>0, we have V=, P=( y)Ce
(m+_1 ) | y| ).
Proof. See the proofs of Lemma 4.3 and Lemma 4.6 in [9]. K
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Next we study properties of u
 =
and v==u=&u =
.
Set
h=(x) :=
1
a
[(a&u
 =
)], g=(x) :=&= log h=(x),
U=( y) :=e;g= (P= )h=(=y+P=).
Lemma 3.2. (1) g=(x)  g0(x) :=md(x, 0) uniformly on 0 . In parti-
cular, g=(P=)  md(P0 , 0).
(2) For any _2>0, we have U=( y)Ce (m+_2 ) | y|.
(3) For every sequence =k  0, there is a subsequence =kl  0 such that
U=kl  U0 uniformly on every compact set of R
n, where U0 is a positive
solution of
{2u&m
2u=0
u>0
in Rn,
in Rn and u(0)=1.
(3.1)
Moreover, for any _2>0, supy # 0 =kl , P=kl
e&((m+_2 ) | y| ) |U=kl ( y)&U0( y)|  0 as
=kl  0.
Proof. Part (1) has been proved in [4].
To estimate U= , we note that by Theorem 2.1(1) of [4], it suffices to
prove the estimate for x near P= , i.e., for y with | y|+=. In fact for
| y|+=, we have
U=( y)=e;g= (P= )
1
a
(a&u
 =
)=O(e;md(P= , 0)+;$)e&;md(x, 0)+;$)
=O(e; |x&P= |+;$)=O(e(m+_2 ) | y|)
for $ small.
We do the estimate in two steps.
We first prove the estimate for the average of U=( y) over sphere for
| y|2+=. In fact we have U= satisfies
&2U=( y)=c~ =( y) U= ,
where c~ =( y) = [ f ( a&ae&;g= ( P= ) U=) & f (a) ]  ( ae&;g= ( P= )U= )&(m+_3)2
for any small _3>0. Hence
Uav=
1
|Br | || y|=r U=( y) dy
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satisfies
&
1
rn&1
d
dr
(rn&1U$av)&(m+_3)
2 Uav .
Integrating the above inequality, we have the estimate for Uav , namely
UavCe(m+_3 ) | y|.
It follows that U=( y) e&(m+_2 ) | y| is bounded (if _2<_3) in L1 on
T=[ y: | y|2+=].
Now using the formula for 2(uv) one easily finds that the function
Z=U=( y) e&(m+_2 ) | y| satisfies the equation
&2Z+a( y) {Z+b( y) Z=0,
where a( y) and b( y) are bounded in T. Hence we can bootstrap locally
from the L1 bound to get an L bound for Z as long as we stay away from
the boundary of T. Therefore we obtain the L estimate for U= over
T$=[ y: | y|+=]. Hence
U=( y)Ce(m+_2 ) | y| (3.2)
for any _2>0. (2) is proved.
By taking a diagonal process and passing to a subsequence =kl  0, we
have that, for ===kl , U=( y)  U0( y) uniformly on any compact set of R
n.
Since u
 =
tends to a uniformly on compact sets, it is easy to see that U0( y)
is a solution of (3.1). Moreover, by (2), supy # 0 =kl
e&(m+_2 ) | y| |U=kl ( y)&U0( y)|
 0 as =kl  0. K
Next we need a decay estimate for v= . This will take care of the boundary
layer.
Lemma 3.3. For = sufficiently small, we have
v~ ={
Ce&(m&_2 ) | y|
Ce&(m&_2 =) d(P= , 0)
if d( y, 0=, P= )
1
=
d(P= , 0)
if d( y, 0=, P= )
1
=
d(P= , 0)
for any _2>0.
Proof. Note that v~ = satisfies
{2v~ =+ f (u =+v~ =)& f (u =)=0v~ ==0
in 0=, P=
on 0=, P= .
(3.3)
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Note also that if #>0 it suffices to prove the estimates with the split
point of the estimates occurring at (1=)(d(P= , 0)&#) (at the expense of
changing _2). It is convenient to change origin so that P==0. We now
choose a comparison function. We choose a radial function c~ =(r) which is
close to (m&$1)2 if r=| y|(1=)(d(P= , 0)&#) and is independent of =
there but which is small and equal to a small positive constant c^ close to
the boundary (and is always between 0 and (m&$1)2) so that there is a
decaying positive radial solution Z= of 2u&c~ =(r)u=0 for r>0 which is
always nondecreasing and in fact decays like e&(m&$1 ) | y| for | y|
(1=)(d(P= , 0)&#) and is independent of = there. This is easy and tedious.
Note that it is important that we have a large set of y values to shift from
one value of c to the other and that by close to the boundary we mean
o(=&1) (but in fact large as =  0). (In fact we can arrange so that Z=( y)=
:D0( | y| ) for | y|>(1=)(d(P= , 0)& 12 #) where D0 is the decaying radial
solution of 2u=c^u.) Choosing R fixed, we consider v~ = Z= on 0=, P= "BR(0).
We prove that its maximum can only occur on BR(0) (in which case the
estimate follows easily) or a bounded distance from 0=, P= . To see this,
note that Z = :=v~ =Z= satisfies
2Z ==&2 {(log Z=) {Z =+
2v~ =
Z=
&
v~ = 2Z=
Z2=
=&2 {(log Z=) {Z =+(c=&c~ =) Z =
where c=( y)=( f (u =
+v~ =)& f (u =
))v~ = . Now c= is close to m2 except within
order 1 of the outer boundary (since u
 =
is close to a there) and hence we
can arrange c^ so that c=&c~ =>0 except within order one of the boundary.
Hence our claim follows from the maximum principle. Note that Z= is
decreasing and is independent of = for | y|(1=)(d(P= , 0)&#). We now
consider what happens if the maximum is within order 1 of the outer
boundary. To do this, we note several things. Firstly we can arrange so
that ((log Z=)r)t&:~ =&(c^)12 for large r=| y| (within o(1=) of the
boundary). Note that :~ is small. Second, using results of [1] on the
asymptotics of u
 =
(x) near the boundary, one can show c=  f $(Z ( y~ )) and
c(r)  c^ as =  0 where y~ is the distance of a point from 0=, P= (This is
only true near the boundary, and &Z "= f (Z ), Z (0)=0, Z ()=a.) Hence
if Z= attains its maximum close to the boundary, we obtain by a simple
blow up argument a positive solution Y of a Dirichlet problem on a half
space T=[x1>0]
&2Y=2: } {Y+( f $(Z (x1))&c^)Y on T
Y=0 on T, Y0
Y achieves its maximum at a finite point.
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Note that : is a small vector (with |:|=:~ ) and c^ is small. By the proof of
the first result of the last section of [1], this is impossible if the solution
of the problem
&B"=2:1B$+( f $(Z (x1))&c^)B
B(0)=0, B$(0)=1
is positive for x1>0 and tends to  as x1  . (Here :1 is the first
component of :.) If :1=0 and c^=0, this is proved in [1]. If :1 and c^ are
small, continuous dependence ensures that our solution is positive on large
x1 intervals and is sometimes increasing when x1 large. However, when x1
is large, f $(Z (x1))& c^ behaves like a negative constant and it is easy to see
that there can be no local maxima of B for x1 large and hence B   as
x1   by the asymptotic behavior of this equation.
This completes the proof. K
The rest of this section is devoted to obtaining a lower bound for J=(u=).
Note that the lower bound is quite different from the ones in [8] and [9].
The argument is closely related to those in [9] though the dominant terms
arise rather differently.
We first write
v~ =( y)=P0=, P=V+,= ,
where P0=, P= V is defined at the begining of this section and v~ ( y)=v=(x),
v==u=&u =
.
Then ,= satisfies
2,=+ f (P0=, P= V+u =
+,=)
& f (u
 =
)& f $(a) P0=, P= V&[ f (a+V)& f $(a) V]=0
in 0=, P= and ,= 0 on 0=, P= .
Note that
f (u
 =
+P0=, P=V+,=)& f (u =
)
=f (u
 =
+P0= , P= V+,=)& f (u =
+P0=, P=V )& f $(u =
+P0=, P= V ),=
+ f $(u
 =
+P0=, P= V) ,=+f (u =
+P0= , P= V )& f (u =
).
Hence ,= satisfies
q,=+ f $(u =
+P0=, P= V) ,=+ f (u =
+P0= , P= V+,=)& f (u =
+P0= , P= V )
& f $(u
 =
+P0=, P= V ) ,=+ f (u =
+P0=, P= V )& f (u =
)& f $(u
 =
) P0=, P= V
&[ f (a+V )& f (a)& f $(a) V]+[ f $(u
 =
)& f $(a)] P0=, P= V
=q,=+ f $(u =
+P0= , P= V ) ,=+N=(,=)+M
1
= +M
2
= =0,
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where
N=(,=)= f (u =
+P0=, P=V+,=)& f (u =
+P0=, P=V )& f $(u =
+P0=, P=V ) ,=
M 1= = f (u =
+P0=, P=V )& f (u =
)& f $(u
 =
) P0=, P= V
&[ f (a+V)& f (a)& f $(a) V]
and
M 2= =[ f $(u =
)& f $(a)] P0=, P= V.
Note that
|N=(,=)|C |,= |2
and
M 1= = f (u =
+P0=, P=V )& f (u =
+V)+ f $(u
 =
)(V&P0=, P= V )
+[ f (u
 =
+V )& f (u
 =
)& f $(u
 =
) V]&[ f (a+V )& f (a)& f $(a)V].
Let , = e;g= (P= ),= . Then we have , = satisfies
q, =+ f $(u =
+V) , =+( f $(u =
+P0=, P= V )& f $(u =
+V)) , =
+O( |,= | |, = | )+e;g= (P=)[ f (u =
+P0=, P= V)& f (u =
+V )]
+e;g= (P= )f $(u
 =
)(V&P0=, P= V)+e
;g= (P= )([ f (u
 =
+V)
& f (u
 =
)& f $(u
 =
) V]&[ f (a+V )& f (a)& f $(a) V])
+e;g= (P= )[ f $(u
 =
)& f $(a)] P0=, P= V
=0.
Observe that
( f $(u
 =
+P0=, P= V )& f $(u =
+V )) , = O( |P0=, P= V&V | ) , ==o(1) , =
and
O( |,= | , =)=o(1) , =
since ,==o(1).
For the rest of the terms, we have for any +0>0
e;g= (P= )[ f (u
 =
+P0=, P=V )& f (u =
+V )]
=O(e;g= (P= )(P0=, P= V&V ))=O(e
+0 | y|)
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and
e ;g= (P= )f $(u
 =
)(V&P0=, P= V )=O(e
+0 | y|)
by Lemma 3.1. By the mean value theorem,
e;g=(P= )([ f (u
 =
+V )& f (u
 =
)& f $(u
 =
) V]&[ f (a+V)& f (a)& f $(a) V])
=[ f $(r+V )& f $(r)& f "(r) V](&aU=)
=O(V 2U=)=O(1),
e;g= (P= )[ f $(u
 =
)& f $(a)] P0=, P= V= f "(r1)(&aU=) V=O(e
+0 | y|)
(where u
 =
<r, r1<a) by Lemma 3.2.
All together, we have the following
Lemma 3.4. For any +0>0, , = satisfies
{2,
 =+ f $(u =
+V) , =+o(1) , =+O(e+0 | y|)=0
, ==0
in 0=, P=
on 0=, P= .
(3.4)
Next we shall study the asymptotic behaviour of , = .
If 0<+<m is a fixed number, let G+( y) be the unique radial solution of
2u&+2u=0, u(0)=1, u>0 in Rn.
Note that G+ has the following asymptotic behavior
C1 | y|&(n&1)2 e+ | y| G+( y)C2 | y|&(n&1)2 e+ | y|
for some constants C1>0, C2>0, and | y|1.
Then we have
Lemma 3.5. As =  0,
&G&1+ (, =&,0)&L (0=, P= )  0,
where ,0 satisfies
2,0+ f $(a+V) ,0&[ f $(a+V)& f $(a)] aU0=0. (3.5)
and U0 is a solution of (3.1).
Proof. Set
8==G &1+ , =
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We first claim that
&8= &L (0=, P= )C.
In fact suppose not. Without loss of generality, we assume that 8=(z=)=
&8= &L (0=, P= ) and z= is a local maximum point.
We claim |z= |C. In fact by Lemma 3.4, 8= satisfies
28=+( f $(u =
+V )&+2) 8=+2G+ &1 {G+ } {8=+o(1) 8=+O(1)=0.
We consider this equation at z= where 28=(z=)0. Note that f $(x)<0 for
x near a and hence we easily see from the equation at z= that we have a
contradiction if u
 =
(z=)+v=(z=) is near a (and &8= &L (0=, P= ) is large). Thus
if &8=&L (0=, P= ) is large, either z= is bounded or z= is within a distance of
order 1 from 0=, P= (by the asymptotics of u = and v=). In the latter case,
we can use the estimate in Lemma 3.3 and our estimate for V to show that
8=(z=) is bounded. (Note that d(z= , P=)d(P= , 0)&=K.) Hence, if
&8= &L (0=, P= ) is not bounded, z= is bounded. We now assume that 8=(z=)
is not bounded and obtain a contradiction.
As in [9], we set
8 ==, = 8=(z=).
Then, by the definition of 8 = ,
|8 =( y)|Ce+ | y|
and as =  0, we have
8 =  80 in C 1loc(R
n),
where, as in [9], 80 satisfies
2u+ f $(a+V )u=0, |u( y)|Ce+ | y|. (3.6)
We state the following lemma. The proof can be found in the proof of
Lemma 6.5 of [9].
Lemma 3.6. If V is a nondegenerate solution of (1.2), then the solutions
of (3.6) are spanned by [(Vyi ) | i=1, ..., n].
It then follows by the above lemma that
80( y)= :
n
i=1
ai
V
yi
for some constants ai .
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On the other hand, by definition,
v==P0=, P= V+,==P0=, P= V+e
&;g= (P= ) G+( y) |8=(z=)| 8 = .
Since {xv=(P=)=0 (note that P= is a local maximum point), {V(0)=0,
{G+(0)=0 and |z= |C, we see that
|8=(z=)| {y8 =(0)=e;g= (P= ) {y(P0=, P= V&V )(0)
=e;g= (P= )&;= (P= ) {yV=, P= (0).
By Lemma 3.1(1) and Lemma 3.2(1) and the fact that {yV=, P= (0) is bounded,
it is easy to see that |8=(z=)| {y8 =(0)  0. (Note that 0(P0)=2g0(P0).)
Hence {y8 =(0)  0 as =  0.
Hence
{80(0)=0.
This implies that ai=0, i=1, .., n, and thus 80=0. Hence 8 =  0 in
C1loc(R
n). Since |z= |C, we have 8 =(z=)  0. By the definition of 8 = , 8 =(z=)
=G+(z=)1. A contradiction! Hence &8= &L (0=, P= ) is bounded.
Therefore
|8= |Ce+ | y|
for any +>0.
The rest of the proof of Lemma 3.5 is very similar to the proof of
Proposition 6.2 in [9] using our equation for ,= . Note that we use here the
convergence of V=, P= and that e
;g= (P= )(V&P0=, P= V ) converges pointwise to
zero since g0(P0)<0(P0) and by Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3. We omit the
details. K
We then have the following asymptotic expansion of c= .
Proposition 3.7. For = sufficiently small, we have
J=(u=)&J=(u =
)==n[I(V )+#e&;g= (P= )+o(e&;g= (P= ))],
where
# :=a |
R n
g(V) u0*(r)>0
and g(V )= f (a+V )& f $(a)V and u0*(r) is the unique radial solution of
(3.1).
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Proof. In fact we have
u= u =
+P0=, P=V+,= .
Hence
J=(u=)&J=(u =
)=
1
2
=2 |
0
|{u= |2&
1
2
=2 |
0
|{u
 =
|2&|
0
[F(u=)&F(u =
)]
==2 | {(P0=, P=V+,=) {u =+
=2
2 |0 |{(P0=, P=V+,=)|
2
&|
0
[F(u=)&F(u =
)]
=
=2
2 |0 |{v= |
2&|
0
[F(u=)&F(u =
)& f (u
 =
) v=]
(since u= satisfies (1.1))
=
1
2 |0 [ f (u=)& f (u =)] v=&|0 [F(u=)&F(u =)& f (u =) v=]
(since v= satisfies (3.3))
=
1
2 |0 [ f (u =+P0=, P= V+,=)& f (u =)] v=
&|
0
[F(u
 =
+P0=, P= V+,=)&F(u =
)& f (u
 =
) v=]
=I1&I2 ,
where I1 and I2 are the two integrals defined in the last equality.
We now compute I1 and I2 as
I1= 12 |
0
[ f (u
 =
+P0=, P= V+,=)& f (u =
)] v=
= 12 |
0
[ f (u
 =
+P0=, P= V+,=)& f (u =
+P0=, P= V )] v=
+12 |
0
[ f (u
 =
+P0=, P= V )& f (u =
)] v=
=I1, 1+I1, 2 ,
where I1, 1 and I1, 2 are defined by the two integrals in the last equality.
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For I1, 1 , we have by Lemma 3.3
| f (u
 =
+P0=, P= V+,=)& f (u =
+P0=, P= V )| |v= |Ke
&;g=(P= ) |, = | |v= |
e&;g= (P=)O(e&$ | y|)
for some $>0. By changing variables to the y variables and by Lebesgue’s
Dominated Convergence Theorem, we have
I1, 1=
=n
2 _e&;g= (P= ) |R n f $(a+V) V,0+o(e&;g= (P= ))& .
(Note that Lemma 3.3 ensures that the contribution to the integral from
outside Bd(P= , 0)(P=) is relatively small.)
For I1, 2 , we note that
( f (u
 =
+P0=, P= V )& f (u =
)) v==( f (u =
+P0=, P= V )& f (u =
)) P0=, P= V
+( f (u
 =
+P0=, P= V )& f (u =
)) e&;g= (P=) , =
=( f (u
 =
+P0=, P= V )& f (u =
+V )) P0=, P= V
+( f (u
 =
+V )& f (u
 =
)) P0=, P= V
+( f (u
 =
+P0=, P= V )& f (u =
)) e&;g= (P= ), = .
For the first term in the last equality, we have by the same arguments as
in the proof of Proposition 6.3 of [9],
|
0
( f (u
 =
+P0=, P= V )& f (u =
+V )) P0=, P= V
==n \|R n [ f (a+V )& f (a)] V+o(e&;g= (P= ))+ .
(Note that by Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2, e&;= (P= )=O(e&2;g= )).)
For the last term, since | f (u
 =
+P0=, P= V )& f (u =
)|CV, we have by
Lemma 3.5 that
|( f (u
 =
+P0=, P= V )& f (u =
)) , = |Ce+ | y|V( y)Ce(+&m) | y|.
By Lebesgue’s Dominated Convergence Theorem, we obtain
|
0
( f (u
 =
+P0=, P=V )& f (u =
)) e&;g=(P= ), =
==n _e&;g= (P= ) |Rn [ f (a+V )& f (a)] ,0+o(e&;g= (P= ))& .
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For the second term, we note that
|( f (u
 =
+V )& f (u
 =
)) P0=, P= V |CV
2
Hence the contribution to the integral near the boundary is relatively small
(of order e&2m;d(P= , 0)).
We have by Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2
|
0
( f (u
 =
+V)& f (u
 =
)) P0=, P= V
=|
0
( f (u
 =
+V )& f (u
 =
))(V+O(e&(2&$) ;g= (P=)e(1+_2 )m | y|))
==n _|0=, P= ( f (u =+V )& f (u =)) V+O(e
&(1+$) ;g= (P= ))&
==n _|R n ( f (a+V )& f (a)) V
+e&;g= (P= ) |
R n
( f $(a+V )& f $(a))(&aU0V )+o(e&;g= (P= ))&
since by the mean value theorem
f (u
 =
+V )& f (u
 =
)= f (a+V )& f (a)+( f $(r+V)& f (r))(u
 =
&a),
where u
 =
<r<a. Note that
| f $(r+V )& f $(r)|=O(V ).
All together, we have
I1=
=n
2 _|Rn [ f (a+V )& f (a)] V+e&;g= {|Rn a[ f $(a)& f $(a+V )] VU0
+|
Rn
[ f (a+V )& f (a)+ f $(a+V ) V] ,0=+o(e&;g= (P= ))& .
Next we compute I2 .The computation is similar to that of I1 .
I2=|
0
[F(u
 =
+P0=, P= V+,=)&F(u =
)& f (u
 =
) v=]
=|
0
[F(u
 =
+P0=, P= V+,=)&F(u =
+P0=, P= V )]
+|
0
[F(u
 =
+P0=, P= V )&F(u =
)& f (u
 =
) v=]
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==n {|R n [F(a+V )&F(a)]
+e&;g= {|R n f (a+V) ,0&[ f (a+V )& f $(a) V] aU0=+o(e&;g= (P= ))= .
Hence
I1&I2==n _|R n
1
2
[ f (a+V )& f (a)] V&[F(a+V )&F(a)]
+e&;g= {12 |R n [ f $(a)& f $(a+V )] VaU0
+
1
2 |R n [ f (a+V )& f (a)+ f $(a+V ) V] ,0
&|
R n
f (a+V ) ,0+|
R N
( f (a+V)& f $(a) V) aU0=+o(e&;g= (P= ))&
==n[I(V )+e&;g= {12 |R n [ f $(a+V) V& f (a+V )] ,0
+
1
2 |R n \ f (a+V )&
1
2
f $(a) V&
1
2
f $(a+V )+ aU0=+o(e&;g= (P= ))&
(by (3.5))
==n _I(V )+e&;g= {12 |R n [ f $(a+V) V& f $(a) V] aU0
+
1
2 |R n ( f (a+V )&
1
2
f $(a) V&
1
2
f $(a+V )) aU0=+o(e&;g=(P= ))&
==n _I(V )+e&;g= {|Rn a( f (a+V )& f $(a) V ) U0=+o(e&;g= (P= ))& .
Let
#=&a |
Rn
[ f $(a)V& f (a+V )] U0 .
Then by the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 4.7 in [9], we have
#=&a |
R n
[ f $(a)V& f (a+V)] u0*(r),
where u0*(r) is the unique radial solution of (3.1). (Note that V is radial.)
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Note that the arguments in Lemma 4.7 of [9] show that
#=C |
R n
V p0 u0* ,
where C>0 is a positive constant and V0 is the unique radial ground state
solution of
2V0+ f $(a) V0+V p0 =0, V0(z)  0 as |z|  
V0>0, V0(0)=max
z # Rn
V0(z)
for any 1<p<(n+2)(n&2).
Proposition 3.7 is thus proved. K
Finally we can finish the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Proof. By Propositions 3.7 and 2.1 we have
=n[I(V)+#e&g= (P= ) =+o(e&g= (P= ) =)]=n[I(V )+Ce&d(P, 0)&2$=].
Hence g=(P=)d(P, 0)&2$ for any $>0. So lim=  0 d(P= , 0)
max P # 0 d ( P, 0 ) & 2$ for any $ > 0. Thus lim=  0 d ( P= , 0 ) =
maxP # 0 d(P, 0). K
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